2018-19 Year 7 Literacy and Numeracy Catch-Up Plan
The DfE has made additional funds available for improving the attainment of our
disadvantaged pupils. This grant is known the Year 7 Catch-Up Premium. The funds are
primarily aimed at improving maths and English levels for every pupil who has not achieved
the ‘expected standard’ in reading or maths at KS2 as per the October school census.
This plan summarises how the funding will be spent in the coming academic year.
Previous performance of disadvantaged pupils

2017

2018

Learners making expected progress in English at end of KS2:

0%

0%

Learners making expected progress in maths at end of KS2

0%

0%

Year 7 Catch-Up Premium 2018-19

Total number of learners on year 7 roll:
Total number of learners eligible for Year 7 Catch-Up
Premium:
Amount of Year 7 Catch-Up Premium received per
learner:
Total amount of Year 7 Catch-Up Premium received

10
10
£500
£5000

Spending plan 2018-19 Year 7 Catch-Up Premium
Objectives:
To support the attainment and progress in literacy and numeracy of these learners the school
will:
● Improve writing across the curriculum £2000
● Whole school subscription to Widget £300
● Provide high quality experiential learning in maths £1500
● Provide a structured intervention programme in Numeracy £1150
● Provide analogue wrist watches for all learners in year group £150

How will this improve the attainment of those remaining below the expected standard?
Improve writing across the curriculum £2000
● Implement a Talk for Writing approach
Introduce the 6 non-fiction text types together with opportunities to experience
model texts across the curriculum in :
○ - instruction
○ - recount
○ - explanation
○ - information
○ - persuasion
○ - discussion
This will refresh all curriculum teachers in teaching literacy, building on the Word Aware
approach to reading introduced in 2017-18, and enabling opportunities across the curriculum
for extended non-fiction writing
● Whole school subscription to Widget £300
Provide high quality experiential learning in maths £1500
○ To support the use of reasoning, logic and trial and error
○ to support the acquisition of subject vocabulary.
Provide a structured intervention programme in Numeracy £1150
○ one-to-one intervention for learners who find numeracy difficult
○ involves 15-minute individual sessions delivered twice a week. It is grounded
in academic research and addresses 10 key components of numeracy:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Counting ‘verbally’
Counting objects
Reading and writing
Hundreds, tens and units
Estimation
Word problems
Translation
Remembered facts
Derived facts
Ordinal numbers

Provide analogue wrist watches for all learners in year group £150
○ to support learning to tell the time

